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Something about fighting in the plenses and then 44. does not mean in the air corp has an

equal right to do these things. It is rHiculons to even think so. It is absurd to think

tht is meant by a statement like this and. it is most normal. that certain functions would

be given to certain people and certain ones to other people. That is on this verse d

on one other that all Levites are equal in the Book of Dent. and in Numbers 3 and only the

sons of Aaron can sacrifice and only the prietthood and. none others can come into thecenter

of the sanctuary. They say that is contradicting this and it is not at all and it is remark

able how much of their argument is developed and then assuming a verse teaches it where it

does not say it at all and then you have to develoe it. It is stated dogmatically in Carpen

ter's book and. on every other book and who is the student to say thes'e great scholars are

wrong? The mass of students then come out believing thoroughly that Deut. says all Lev. can

sacrifice and. that Numbers contradicts Duet. and. that is true of the great bulk of the ceatri

dictions and it is the alleged, contradiction that people are basing their idea on something

that people hat-re- have said and. they should ask what the text does day and when you get to

the text you will find that 3/4th of your alleged, difficulties in the Bible disappear. There

are many things we don't understand but many will disappear if you go and. find just what the

facts are and it is remarkable how easy it is to et the idea of what the Bible teaches and

not finding out just what the Bibles does say. There is one other passage and. that is the

passage that says that the Levites are free to come in to the cEnter sanctuary and that passa

which says that is also said. to be in Dent, and, It is an admission that all can sacrifice

equally and there is no restriction between the Levites and all have the priesthood and the

equal rights. Ch. 18, v. 1-7 is the other reference given and. he says the priest, and the

Levites and the tribe of Levi shall have the inheritance with Israel and they sahil eat the

offerings of the Lord made - and the sacrifices a"e brought in and God, gave the Levites to

Aaron and to handle the service of the .anct'uray and. to take care of a great many things and.

but the actual performance is restricted to the eons of Aaron and how they shall eat the

offerings and naturally Aaron could not eat all of them and. they are given for the share of

the whole and. they are given out to the group that takes care of the sanctuary and then in

v. 3 this shall be the from the people and they shall offer the sacrifice themselves

and. this might come from any of the gates out of Israel and.where hesoujourned and come with
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